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Decent Work
For Domestic Workers: 
An achievable goal or 
wishful thinking?
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Decent Work for Domestic Workers: 
Why?  

Decent work for domestic workers: standard-setting item 
of the International Labour Conference of the ILO (2010, 
2011)
Domestic Work Agenda’s commitment towards bringing 
workers outside of its traditional constituency into 
mainstream work: 

Home as worksite
Precarious and highly gendered
Proximity and intimacy with the employer, and disconnect 
from other DWers
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The drivers behind ILO’s concern 
about DW 

Not a new concern 
“Invisible”, undervalued and poorly regulated by law, 
but regulated by strong non-State norms
Work with serious decent work deficits
Growing work-family tensions and increasing 
demand for paid care work (global care chain)
Most important occupation for many women around 
the world
Feminization of international migration
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Challenges

Heterogeneity of domestic workers (full- timers / part-
timers; working for one or multiple employers; live-in / 
live-out, employees of licensed enterprises)
Varying composition of domestic workforce depending 
on a country’s stage of economic development   
Domestic work not perceived as “real” work and thus not 
paid as such
Substantial majority of these jobs are held off the books, 
sometimes with the assent of the workers
Wages and benefits strongly influenced by the 
employer/household’s income 
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Decent work for domestic workers. 
How?

A focus on Decent Work for DWers means:

• Recognize DWers as workers
• Acknowledge the context in which DW takes 

place
• Reaffirm its compatibility with the employment 

relationship
• Challenge: developing meaningful standards 

that have universal relevance and provide 
adequate guidance  
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Decent work for domestic workers. How? 
Approaches developed in selected countries: Selected 
European countries

Chèque emploie and chèque service:
Titres Service (TS) Belgium 
Chèque Emploie Service Universel
(CESU) (France) 
Chèque Service (Canton de Genève, 
Switzerland)
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Approaches developed in selected countries: Selected 
European countries

Main features:
Fight against undeclared employment and fiscal 
evasion (Belgium, France and Switzerland)
Generation of new job opportunities (France and 
Belgium), reduction of long-term unemployment 
(Belgium), reconciliation of work and family 
(Belgium and France)
Simplification of the payment of social security 
contributions (all three)
Incentives to individual employers and licensed 
enterprises (deductions to social security charges 
and income tax) (Belgium and France)   
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Approaches developed in selected countries: Selected 
European countries

Main features:
Triangular employment relationship 
(Belgium, France),  employment in private 
households through direct employment or 
through “broker” agency (France), direct 
employment (Switzerland)
Wages paid are fixed through collective 
bargaining (Belgium, Switzerland) or 
minimum wages in France (SMIG) 
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What have been the results?

Assessing impact on quantity of employment
In Belgium, 87,152 workers employed in 2007, 40% 
increase relative to previous year. Of this total 98% 
women, 46% previously unemployed and 39 % limited 
qualifications
In France, 733,375 workers registered since its inception, 
46,000 full-time jobs created in 2007 relative to 33,000 in 
2006.
In Switzerland, significant increase in the number of 
registered workers within first 18 months;  six months after 
introduction of the Federal Act against Undeclared  Work 
(January 2008) the number of workers increased by 
140%.
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What have been the results?
Assessing impact on quality of employment

In Belgium, significant proportion of workers work less than 600
hours per year (threshold set by Law on Employment 
Contracts), short-term contracts and part-time contracts, but 
this is being addressed. 
In France direct employment represents 80% of the total. 
Workers recruited through “brokers” shift towards direct 
employment. High incidence of short-term and part-time jobs. 
Volatility in hours worked; no-compensation for commuting 
costs. Emergence of grey area.   
In Switzerland, substantial increases in number of registered 
workers off-set by under-reporting of actual hours worked, 
payment of remaining hours “under the counter”. Common 
practice among workers with no residence permits.   
Establishment of a Dedicated Fund for VT of DWers in Belgium 
in 2007; in France, subject to employer’s authorization, up to 40 
hours per year of training; no training in Switzerland.
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What have been the results?
Assessing the impact on collective identity
Who is the employer matters:
• Workers employed by third parties have a greater potential than 

workers directly employed by private households. Employer is clear- 
cut.

• Workers hired through “matching” agencies may be better-off than 
workers in private households, but weak communication with broker 
agencies provide incentives for workers and employers to 
circumvent the rules

• Workers working in private households: multiplicity of employers, 
lack of a recognisable “main” employer

• Blurred frontiers among the different occupation that domestic work 
encompasses weakens professional identify of DWers
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Brazil: an integrated approach towards 
domestic work

Domestic work is a gendered and racial phenomenon: of the over 6
million DWers, 94% women, 61% black and 39% black
Main source of employment for women: 16% of total women’s 
employment
Concern about DWers is integral to Government’s efforts to curb 
social inequalities, race and gender being recognized as key 
determinants of social disadvantage
Important legislative measures (1998 Constitution and Act 11.324 of 
2006)
Impact of incentives to employers: too early to determine, but so far 
limited. Since 1996, the proportion of DWers with carteira assinada
has been steadily growing. Why?
Possible explanation lies in the “aggressive” social policies 
promoted by Lula’s Government (steady increases in real MW, 
conditional cash transfers to low-income households) and the net 
increase in formal employment in the past years.     
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So what? 

• Historical exclusion of DWers from employment rights and 
guarantees will not be overcome overnight

• Regulatory changes that ensure equality of treatment of DWers with 
other workers are necessary, but insufficient

• Strategies to uplift DWers must take into account the composition of 
the domestic workforce (who is the employer makes a difference), 
national possibilities, including fiscal space.

• Targeted intervention that are framed within broader public social 
policies concerned about low wage work and poverty may have 
higher chances of success  

• Public subsidies may play an important role in raising wages and 
benefits of DWers, provided that effective monitoring systems are in 
place and that they do not penalize the households most in need.

• Incentives/conditions must be provided to lower the high opportunity 
cost for domestic workers of engaging in collective action 

• Upgrading DWers skills may not only raise their productivity, but 
may also help develop a professional identity which is missing. 

•
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